CROSS-COUNTRY TEAM ROUNDOING INTO FORM

More Consistent Practice on the Part of New Men Absolutely Necessary.

The Cross-Country team is at present scoring under several disadvantages but is developing under Coach Kanaly into a well rounded team which may yet prove fast enough to uphold the reputation of the Institution for this branch of sport. To do this the team must win either from Harvard or from Brown, preferably both, and then finish in second place at the big Intercollegiate race which will be held over the Country Club course in Brookline on November 29th. At the beginning of the season, instead of finding six men of last year's team on hand, ex-Captain Watkins, Earl Perry, Ralph Perry, Cartwright, Van Alstine and Captain Benson, it was found that a new team had to be constructed around Earl Perry, Cartwright and Benson.

To date, Cartwright has been below form, due to an attack of acute indigestion, and Thompson has suffered several injuries which have slowed him up to a great extent. It is vitally necessary, therefore, that the new men come out and work, come out more regularly than they have yet. The new men in fact are almost without exception the men who have reported irregularly for practice. This feature must be overcome absolutely.

The training table has been established which is in every way satisfactory, but practically half of the candidates do not eat there at all.

Earl Perry is now acting captain, and he finds the greatest difficulty in getting regular practice from the men, yet the opposite situation in the case of Cross-Country at Technology is a major sport, and we stand high among colleges in it, but to maintain it we must have more interest in the work than certain men are displaying. In the squad there are enough capable runners to develop an evenly balanced team which would prove an eye-opener to most every college in the country if they give the Coach Kinney and Acting Captain Perry a chance. Therefore let every man start right now and report regularly. It is not yet too late to develop a team which we can perhaps coast on in the custom of beating Harvard, and can then remain second last year's defeat at the hands of Brown.

No one man can do it all. It requires the hearty interest and cooperation of the whole squad. Here is a chance for several new men to get the coveted "T," so report Monday and give the Coach to understand you are out for business, and then live up to it.

AERO CLUB MEETING.

The first meeting of the Airo Club was held Monday afternoon in the Union at 4:15, with only a small number present. The purpose of the club at the present time is to construct around Earl Ferry, Cartwright and Benson, a new team that will win either from Harvard or Brown, preferably both, and then finish in second place at the big Intercollegiate race which will be held over the Country Club course in Brookline on November 29th.
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